
SCHOLARSHIPSTUDENTS
With the scholarship I’ll utilize the silkscreen process to create prints that function as environments for my sculptures and 

wall pieces. The prints will be a key element to facilitate the transition into more immersive installations, changing how 
the work is viewed while creating additional context.

 
The work will take infl uence from topographical, geological, and sedimentary patterns. Through the use and 
exploration of silk-screening, I’ll create prints with color washes, graphic patterns, and photo imagery while 
continuing to investigate form, texture, and material. 

Jayoung Yoon is a New York-based artist born in South Korea. Select exhibitions in the USA 
include Bronx Museum of the Arts, San Jose Museum of Quilts & Textiles, Hudson Valley 

Museum of Contemporary Art, New Bedford Art Museum, Ohio Craft Museum, Delaware 
Center for Contemporary Art, Here Arts Center, and Seoul Olympic Museum of Art, Korea. 
She was awarded the BRIC Media Arts fellowship, the Franklin Furnace Fund, and the Ora 

Schneider Regional Residency Grant. She has attended residencies at MacDowell Colony, Skowhegan School 
of Painting and Sculpture, Lower Manhattan Cultural Council’s Swing space, Anderson Ranch Arts Center, 

Sculpture Space, I-Park, and Vermont Studio Center, among others. Her art has been featured or reviewed in 
The New Yorker, Artnet News, Hyperallergic, Gothamist, Poughkeepsie journal, Surface Design Journal, and 
Fiber Art Now. She received her MFA from Cranbrook Academy of Art in Michigan, 2009 and her BFA from 

Hongik University in Seoul, Korea, 2004.

In my mixed-media prints, non-human animals bring form to issues of power, caste and class. Growing up in a scrub forest in the suburbs of 
the Indian city of Chennai, animals have been a tangible part of my past and a way for me to picture better narratives for the future.

 The Tolkappiyam, the oldest extant work of Tamil literature describes a social order called tinai. Of the components of 
tinai society, karu includes that which generates (nature) and that which is generated (culture, i.e. art, religion, technology, 

communication). According to this, all thought— logical, scientifi c and technological — is generated by the feelings and ideas 
that nature produces. Although man is a part of nature too, the Tamils did not consider man to be karu because man alone 
cannot generate anything. I identify with this.
 I create gesture and movement that the monotype medium lends itself to, to speak to ideas of power and resistance. I also 
use symbols and text from political posters to reference Tamil politics and injustices (such as corruption, the caste system) 
in it. I collage these monotyped elements of text and image and paint on them. The reversal of the image that occurs in this 
monotype process echoes the reversal of power that I imagine the animals to cause. As text and political symbols repeat in 

my work, the silkscreen method I have been given the opportunity to learn at MGC is sure to ease my process while greatly 
adding to my work. 

I’m Nutthawut Siridejchai. I’m typewriter artist and graphic artist. I’m originally from Bangkok, Thailand. I work on 
typewriter art as my main medium to create art from typewriter. My work is mixed media between typewriter with other 

media such as photograph, painting and typewriter drawing. I’m also digital graphic artist for fashion fabric print. I’m 
currently working at Sunrise Brands.

I came to New York in 2009. My art allows me to express how someone in my life is missed in the way that resonates 
with people who are migrants or away from their family. I use typewriter as a medium; typewritten work allows me to 

pass on my story to others via words. Words are often mistaken and erroneous, but I struggle to conclude mistakes as 
right or wrong: They are momentary decisions in which one can often fi nd beauty. My Typewriter created an artwork that 

I yearn for as an experiment to convey my story and permanent relationship with memories.

My work has developed from painting to sculptural, freestanding paintings, and suspended installations. I have 
become fascinated with design, drawing and the connections between diff erent mediums. In Manhattan Graphic 

Center I aim to further my ideas and bring the unique quality of printmaking to my work. In my previous 
printmaking experience, the techniques in printmaking enriched my imagery and added a complexity that I wasn’t 
able to get in any other mediums. Having access to the printmaking studio, working with wonderful teacher Takuji 

Hamanaka, and learning the details of Japanese Printmaking have been a precious experience. I am excited about 
working on new ideas and learning valuable techniques. 

Thank you Manhattan Graphic Center for your support and having me as part of the family! 


